Genus Synthesis Solution
Massively parallel RTL synthesis and physical synthesis

In the complex world of chip design, you’re constantly pushing to improve your chip – to get more performance, lower power, and improved area. Developing the best solution requires high accuracy and correlation, as well as extremely rapid turnaround time. To remain competitive, you can’t afford to degrade any of these parameters – power, performance, area, accuracy, or runtime. With the Cadence® Genus™ Synthesis Solution, no compromises are necessary: you get the best and most highly correlated results in the shortest time.

Overview
Genus Synthesis Solution is a next-generation RTL synthesis and physical synthesis tool that delivers an up to 10X boost in RTL design productivity with up to 5X faster turnaround times. The solution can scale its capacity to well beyond 10 million instances flat. It also delivers tight timing and wirelength correlation to within 5% of place and route.

Using the Genus Synthesis Solution, you can experience a 2X or more reduction in iterations between block-level and unit-level synthesis. In addition, you can achieve an up to 20% reduction in datapath area without any impact on performance.

Key Features and Benefits
- Massively parallel architecture works seamlessly over multiple machines and multiple CPUs per machine. Delivers up to 5X faster runtimes with linear scalability beyond 10M instances flat.
- Automatic extraction of full timing and physical contexts for any subset of a design. Reduces iterations between unit-level and chip-/block-level synthesis by 2X or more.
- Global analytical micro-architecture optimization delivers up to 20% reduction in datapath area without any impact on performance.
- Unified GigaPlace™ engine, delay calculation, parasitic extraction, and timing-driven global routing with Cadence Innovus™ Implementation System. Timing and wirelength between the tools correlate to within 5%.
- Unified next-generation user interface with Innovus Implementation System and Cadence Tempus™ Timing Signoff Solution.

Figure 1: The Genus Synthesis Solution enables timing debug with physical interconnect knowledge built-in. Cross-probe to the physical viewer to see associated wirelengths, floorplan blockages, and estimated routing, and extract the chip-/block-level physical context for use in unit-level RTL design.
• Physically aware logic structuring and mapping
• Power domain and layer-aware net buffering
• Single-pass multi-Vt optimization
• Hierarchical RTL register clock gating
• Timing-driven physically aware multi-bit flop mapping
• Pipeline and general register retiming
• ChipWare functional components and simulation models
• Full support for multiple power domain design with automatic low-power cell insertion. Both CPF and IEEE 1801 power-intent specifications supported.
• Concurrent MMMC timing analysis and optimization
• Native integration of all DFT logic insertion
• Verilog netlist and DEF placement output formats. Innovus database output format also supported.

Massively Parallel Architecture
The Genus Synthesis Solution is built on a new massively parallel architecture that performs distributed synthesis across multiple machines and CPUs. It leverages a proprietary, timing-driven partitioning algorithm that slices transparently across design hierarchy and evenly distributes the optimization effort across different machines. All told, this architecture enables the solution to deliver up to 5X faster synthesis turnaround times with linear scalability to well beyond 10 million instances.

Physically Aware Context Generation
A simple Tcl command at the end of a chip- or block-level synthesis can be used to “clip” out the full timing and physical context for any subset of a design. These clips can be used to drive unit-level RTL synthesis with full consideration of chip- or block-level timing, floorplan, and placement. By using these clips, you can experience a 2X or more reduction in unit-level iterations required to achieve timing closure.

Tight Correlation to Place and Route
The Genus Synthesis Solution shares several common engines with the Innovus Implementation System, including the GigaPlace engine, delay calculation, parasitic extraction, and timing-driven global routing. Timing and wirelength between the tools correlate tightly to within 5%, and global routing performance is 4X better.

Architecture-level PPA Optimization
A new, proprietary algorithm identifies critical datapath regions in a design, regardless of their physical or logical module hierarchy. For each of these regions, the Genus Synthesis Solution considers a number of possible micro-architectures with different power, performance, and area (PPA) trade-offs. It then builds and solves an analytical model over all datapath regions to achieve the globally best PPA for the design. This technology can reduce datapath area by up to 20% without any impact on performance.

Common User Interface
The solution shares a user interface with the Innovus and Tempus environments. This common interface streamlines flow development and simplifies user trainings across a complete Cadence digital flow. The new user interface includes unified database access, MMMC timing configuration and reporting, and low-power design initialization.

CPF and IEEE1801 Support
The Genus Synthesis Solution includes extensive capabilities to support complex multi-power domain designs. Power-intent specifications can be provided in either CPF or IEEE1801 formats, with the solution performing full automatic insertion of level shifters, isolation cells, and retention elements. Always-on buffering and power domain-aware routing are also fully supported.

Power Optimization
To reduce power consumption, the solution features a comprehensive range of techniques, including timing and physically aware multi-bit flop mapping, hierarchical RTL clock gating, and intelligent one-step use of multiple threshold cell libraries during mapping and optimization.

Register Retiming
The Genus Synthesis Solution can retime registers along pipelines and around sequential loops. Retiming can increase or decrease the number of flops along the retiming cut to achieve the best possible PPA trade-off.

ChipWare Components
The solution includes a complete portfolio of industry-standard functional building block components such as fixed-point arithmetic, floating-point arithmetic, and pipeline units. Simulation models are also included for all ChipWare components.

Design for Test
With the Genus Synthesis Solution, you get natively integrated full support for DFT, including timing-driven physically aware scan chain stitching and insertion of compression logic, memory BIST, logic BIST, JTAG, on-product clock generation (OPCG), and power test access module (PTAM) logic.
Common UI for Ease of Use

The Innovus Implementation System is integrated with Cadence’s Tempus™ static timing analysis, Quantus™ extraction, and Voltus™ power integrity technologies, so you can accurately model the timing, parasitics, and signal and power integrity issues at the early stage of physical implementation. This facilitates faster convergence on these electrical metrics, resulting in faster design closure.

The implementation system has a common UI with Cadence Encounter® RTL Compiler, Cadence Encounter Digital Implementation System, and the Tempus Timing Signoff Solution. The system simplifies command naming and aligns common implementation methods across these Cadence digital and signoff tools. For example, the processes of design initialization, database access, command consistency, and metric collection have all been streamlined and simplified. In addition, updated and shared methods have been added to run, define, and deploy reference flows. These updated interfaces and reference flows increase productivity by delivering a familiar interface across core implementation and signoff products. You can take advantage of consistently robust RTL-to-signoff reporting and management, as well as a customizable environment.

Cadence Services and Support

- Cadence application engineers can answer your technical questions by telephone, email, or Internet. They can also provide technical assistance and custom training.
- Cadence certified instructors teach more than 70 courses and bring their real-world experience into the classroom.
- More than 25 Internet Learning Series (ILS) online courses allow you the flexibility of training at your own computer via the Internet.
- Cadence Online Support gives you 24x7 online access to a knowledgebase of the latest solutions, technical documentation, software downloads, and more.